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Learning

To work in a team and use IT
to help you design and make
simple items.

Student’s book

Toys and games,
pages 126–129
Planning, page 90
Ways to make your product,
pages 196–210

Timing

2 hours

Equipment and materials

• access to a selection of
board games

• your work-book and
access to a range of
graphic media

• access to the following
materials

• thick card, thin card,
cartridge paper, 3 mm
thick polystyrene sheet,
acrylic rod

• acrylic sheet, acrylic bar,
sticky back vinyl

• access to the following
hand tools: circle cutter,
craft knife, cutting mat,
safety straight edge

• access to the following
machine tools: pillar drill,
vacuum former, metal
turning lathe, milling
machine

• access to the following
computer-controlled
peripherals: laser printer,
xy plotter/printer, engraver,
vinyl cutter, CNC lathe,
CNC mill
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Part 1 Designing or choosing the game
Work in a group of four. Either choose an existing game and restyle it
or use these questions to design your own game:

(a) Does the game have a theme?

Some options:

• Arabian nights;
• dungeons and dragons;
• animals in danger.

(b) What is the board like?

Some options:

• grid squares – all used as in
snakes and ladders;

• grid squares – half used as in
chess and draughts;

• special route as in ludo.

(c) How does a player win?

Some options:

• by getting to the end first as in snakes and ladders;
• by capturing the key piece as in chess;
• by capturing all the other pieces as in draughts;
• by getting more points than all the other players as in

Scrabble;
• by collecting more tokens than all the other players as in

monopoly;
• collecting the parts to build a structure as in Mousetrap.
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(d) How is the player represented on the board?

Some options:

• counters as in snakes
and ladders;

• stand up illustrations on card;
• 3D figures as in chess.
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(e) How does a player know how far to
move on the board?

Some options:

• by throw of a dice;
• by spin of a spinner;
• by choosing a card;
• by set rules according to piece as

in draughts or chess.

(f) How is a player held back?

Some options:

• by information on the board
as in snakes and ladders;

• by choosing a card as in
monopoly.

Part 2 Designing the elements
Present your designs for the following as sketches with labels:

• the rules of the game – use appropriate IT if it helps;
• the board;
• the pieces;
• any information cards;
• any ‘go’ generators.

Use Gannt charts and flow charts to plan the best ways for the team to
work.

Part 3 Making example parts
Make samples of each of your designs. If you need to make more than one of an item then consider how you
might use IT to help you.

Use Gannt charts and flow charts to plan the best ways for the team to work.

The following illustrations show the sorts of items that you might produce.




